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a script from 

 “Easter is a Tired Cliché”  
by 

J.R. Mimbs 
 
 
 

What This monologue features a worship pastor who is trying to decide the best way 
to tell the Easter story year after year. 
 
Themes: Easter, Tradition, Cross, Worship 

 
Who Actor   
 
When Present, Easter 
 
Wear 
(Props) 

None 

 
Why Luke 24:1-12 
 
How Be wary of performing this as angry or frustrated. This is merely the opinion of 

this one character, he’s just passionate about it. 
 
Time Approximately 2-3 minutes 
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Actor enters and addresses the audience.  

Actor:  Here’s the problem. I’m a worship pastor. 

 Ok, so that’s not the problem…most of the time. My problem is 
Easter…again. Easter itself is not the problem, but it kind of is? Let me 
start over.  

Takes a moment and gather thoughts. 

 My problem, as a worship leader, is Easter Sunday Services. Specifically, 
how do we tell the story of Easter? Do we sing a bunch of songs? I mean 
we do have that one girl in the choir who REALLY loves “Christ the Lord 
is Risen Today.” Or do we do a re-enactment? Or maybe some readings 
or some other kind of performance piece? There’s SO many options! And 
it’s so hard to find good Easter plays!  

 And when it comes to Easter, I really prefer historical plays. It’s weird 
because for Christmas, I DON’T! The last thing I want to see in a 
Christmas service is yet another high school kid in a bathrobe playing 
Joseph while Mary holds a baby doll in a cardboard manger.  

 No! For Christmas, I want metaphor and symbolism about light and joy. I 
want readings for Advent. I want to see the story of Christ’s birth told in 
a new way to remind us to be a little nicer.  

 But for Easter…for Easter, I WANT that cliché. I want that same kid in a 
guard outfit tripping over his spear while Mary pretends to weep at the 
cross.  

 But listen, have you ever tried to build a cross on a budget that won’t tip 
over with a full-grown man? Not to mention the whole boulder rolling 
effect at the tomb! Then you have to think about whether or not to use 
fake blood and let me tell you, THAT is a mess. But I want it all!  

 Again…this is just my opinion. There’s nothing wrong with songs and 
readings and pretty lights.  

 But there’s just something about the facts of that fateful week leading 
up to Easter. The pain, the suffering, the shame, the brokenness, then 
the whole amazing drama of the cross. And the miracle of the 
resurrection.  

 The whole thing is metaphor MADE literal! The story of redemption 
manifested for us to see and hear and experience firsthand.  
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 So, save your bunny ears and flowers and give me that kid in a robe 
because I need the reality of what Christ did. I WANT to be reminded of 
it all.  

 Except the fake blood. Because even I’m not cleaning that up. 

Lights out. 
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